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Question Answering



Question Answering



Why QA?

• With massive collections of full-text documents, i.e., the 
web, simply returning relevant documents is of limited 
use 

• Rather, we often want answers to our questions

• Especially on mobile 

• Or using a digital assistant device, like Alexa, Google 
Assistant, … 

• We can factor this into two parts: 

– 1. Finding documents that (might) contain an answer > 
traditional information retrieval/web search 

– 2. Finding an answer in a paragraph or a document  > Reading 
Comprehension



Little history
• Earliest systems (`70s): natural language queries to databases

(e.g. LUNAR)

• Spoken dialogue systems (MIT Jupiter)

• Reading comprehension (2000) - Yale A.I. Project

– Could NLP systems answer human reading comprehension
questions for 3rd to 6th graders?

• Chris Burges in 2013 with MCTest

– Answering questions over simple story texts

• Floodgates opened in 2015/16 with the production of large
datasets which permit supervised neural systems

– Hermann et al. (NIPS 2015) DeepMind CNN/DM dataset

– Rajpurkar et al. (EMNLP 2016) SQuAD

– MS MARCO, TriviaQA, RACE, NewsQA, NarrativeQA, …



Machine Comprehension 
(Bruges 2013)

• “A machine comprehends a passage of text if, for any
question regarding that text that can be answered
correctly by a majority of native speakers, that machine
can provide a string which those speakers would agree
both answers that question, and does not contain
information irrelevant to that question.”



MCTest Reading Comprehension



Open-domain QA

• Simmons et al. (1964) - first exploration of answering
questions from an expository text based on matching
dependency parses of a question and answer

• Murax (Kupiec 1993) aimed to answer questions over an
online encyclopedia using IR and shallow linguistics

• The NIST TREC QA track begun in 1999 first rigorously
investigated answering fact questions over a large collection
of documents

• IBM’s Jeopardy! System (DeepQA, 2011) brought attention to
a version of the problem; it used an ensemble of many
methods

• DrQA (Chen et al. 2016) uses IR followed by neural reading
comprehension to bring deep learning to Open-domain QA



General Architecture



Subtasks

• Question Processing

– Question Classes

• Document collection processing

• Passage retrieval

• Answer Extraction

• Answer Formulation

• Advanced Reasoning for QA

• Evaluation







Process of Question 
Interpretation 

• Co reference resolution
– Resolve personal, possessive and 

demonstrative pronouns

• Question Normalization
– Drops punctuation and quotation marks
– Stems verbs and nouns

• Semantic Parsing of Questions
– Question is transformed into a 

statement
– Semantic Role Labeling is done

• Query Generation and Expansion
– Keyword queries
– Term queries
– Predicate queries
– Reformulation queries

Question: In what year was the CMU 
campus at the west coast established?



Search Module

• The search module consists of 
two kind of searchers

• Knowledge Miners: searches from 
unstructured data

• Knowledge Annotators: they 
provide semi-structured 
information, ex. Gazetteer web 
service

Answer
Candidates



Answer Extraction
• Two ways to extract answers

– Answer Type analysis
– Pattern Learning approach

• Answer Type Analysis
– Consists of a set of 154 answer types
– Uses features to classify answers

• Lexical Features: UNIGRAM
• Syntactic Features: MAIN_VERB, WH_WORD
• Semantic Features: FOCUS_TYPE

– Patterns are associated with the types
– Example Named Entity Type: Weekday
– Example Pattern: (what|which|name) (.*)?(day of 

(the)?week|weekday)
– Has high precision but fails for answers that cannot be tagged



Semantic Role based extraction of 
Candidate Answers

• Initial Pruning
– Number of tokens is within limit
– The predicate verb or a semantically related verb must be 

present
– Must contain an entity of the same type as that of the 

question
– If type not known; must contain one semantically similar 

term

• Similarity Score
– Term similarity : 
– Expanded term similarity: 
– Verb similarity: 
– Argument Similarity:
– Predicate Similarity:



Pattern Learning Approach

• Answer patterns can be learned using question answer pairs as 
training data

• Learning algorithm
– Tuples containing target, context and answer are fed to 

searchers
• Example tuple: callories, Big Mac, 560

– All named entities are replaced by their types
– Some generic patterns are used to learn property specific 

pattern
– Generalization done by keeping the NE types and making 

other tokens optional



Pattern Learning Approach

• Answer ranking is done by adding the confidence value

• Answer Evaluation
– Confidence = (correct/(correct+incorrect))
– Support = correct/snippet



Stanford Question Answering 
Dataset (SQuAD)

• 100.000 examples questions

• Answer must be a span in the passage

• 3 gold answer

• Systems are scored on two metrics: 

– Exact match: 1/0 accuracy on whether you match 
one of the 3 answers 

– F1: Take system and each gold answer as bag of 
words, evaluate Precision, Recall  and F1.



Stanford Attentive Reader



DrQA: Open-domain QA



DrQA: Open-domain QA



Machine Translation



How do humans translate?

• Spend years learning a new language

– memorizing words

– learning syntactic patterns

– exercising

– …

• Use dictionaries and detailed world knowledge to:

– Identify meaning

– Find proper words to use in new language

– Produce a syntactically correct text

– Preserve meaning ….



How do machines translate?

Flowers are lovely!



How do machines translate?

Using available resources:
• Electronic bilingual dictionary
• Templates, transfer rules:
• Thesaurus, WordNet, FrameNet, …
• Parallel data, comparable data

Using available NLP tools
• tokenizer, morphological analyzer, syntactic parser, …

➔More resources for major languages, less for “minor” 
languages.



MT pyramid



Statistical machine translation



Statistical machine translation

• very large data set of good translations

• automatically infer a statistical model of 
translation

• apply the translation model to new texts to 
guess a reasonable translation



Noisy channel



Statistical Machine Translation

Bilingual 
text

Monolingual 
text

Translation model
P(s|t)

Language model
P(t)

Decoding algorithm
argmax P(t)*P(s|t)



Three problems in Statistical MT

• Language Model (topic already covered)

– given an target language string e, assign P(e)

– correct target language string => high P(e)

– wrong target language string => low P(e)

• Translation Model

– given a pair of strings <f, e>, where f is a string in the source 
language and e is the string in target language, assign P(f|e)

– <f, e> look like translations => high P(f|e)

– <f, e> don’t look like translations => low P(f|e)

• Decoding Algorithm

– given a language model, a translation model and a new 
sentence f, find translation e maximizing P(e)*P(f|e)



Translation Models - Introduction

• Determines the probability that the foreign word f is a 
translation of the English word e

• How to compute P(f|e) from a parallel corpus?

• Statistical approaches rely on the co-occurrence of e and
f in the parallel data:

– If e and f tend to co-occur in parallel sentence pairs, they are
likely to be translations of one another.
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Sentence Alignment

• If document De is translation of document Df how do
we find the translation for each sentence?

• The n-th sentence in De is not necessarily the
translation of the n-th sentence in document Df

• In addition to 1:1 alignments, there are also 1:0, 0:1,
1:n, and n:1 alignments

• Approximately 90% of the sentence alignments are
1:1
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Sentence Alignment (c’ntd)

• There are several sentence alignment algorithms:

– Align (Gale & Church): Aligns sentences based on their
character length (shorter sentences tend to have shorter
translations then longer sentences). Works astonishingly
well

– Char-align: (Church): Aligns based on shared character
sequences. Works fine for similar languages or technical
domains

– K-Vec (Fung & Church): Induces a translation lexicon from
the parallel texts based on the distribution of foreign-
English word pairs.



Word-Level Alignments

• Given a parallel sentence pair we can link (align) words or 
phrases that are translations of each other:

Diverging opinions about the planned tax reform

Opinii divergente în privința reformei fiscale planificate

Different alignments:
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1:n, n:1,1:0, 0:1, n:n



Word level alignment

• Question: How many possible alignments are there for a
given sentence in source language e and its translation in
target language f, where |e| = l and |f|=m?

• Answer

– Each foreign word can align with any one of
|e|= l words, or it can remain unaligned

– Each foreign word has (l + 1) choices for an
alignment, and there are |f| = m foreign words

– So, there are (l+1)m alignments for a given e and f



Accurate vs. Fluent

• Often impossible to have a true translation; one that is:
– Faithful to the source language, and
– Fluent in the target language
– Ex: 
• Japanese: “fukaku hansei shite orimasu”
• Fluent translation: “we apologize”
• Faithful translation: “we are deeply reflecting (on 

our past behaviour, and what we did wrong, and 
how to avoid the problem next time)”

• So need to compromise between faithfulness & fluency



Computing Translation Probabilities

• Given a parallel corpus we can estimate P(e|f) 

• The maximum likelihood estimation of P(e|f) is: 
freq(e,f)/freq(f)

• Way too specific to get any reasonable frequencies! Vast
majority of unseen data will have zero counts!

• P(e | f ) could be re-defined as:

• Problem: The English words maximizing P(e|f) might not 
result in a readable sentence

 

P(e | f ) = max
eif j

 P(ei | f j )



Translation Model

Mary  did  not  slap the green witch

Mary not slap slap slap the green witch 

Maria no dió una bofetada a la bruja verde

Mary not slap slap slap NULL the green witch

Maria no dió una bofetada a la verde bruja

Trainable

fertility

distortion

insertion

translation



IBM Models 1–5

• Model 1: Lexical translation

• Model 2: Adds absolute reordering 

• Model 3: Adds fertility

• Model 4: Adds relative distortion. The distortion factor
determines how likely it is that an English word in position i
aligns to a foreign word in position j, given the lengths of
both sentences

• Model 5: Extra variables to avoid deficiency

• Training of a higher IBM model builds on previous models



IBM Model 1

• Given an English sentence e1 . . . el and a foreign sentence 

f1 . . . fm

• We want to find the ’best’ alignment a, where a is a set pairs of 
the form {(i , j), . . . , (i’, j’)}, 

0 <= i , i’ <=  l and 1 <= j , j’ <= m

• Note that if (i , j), (i’, j) are in a, then i equals i’, i.e. no many-to-
one alignments are allowed

• Note we add a spurious NULL word to the English sentence at 
position 0

• In total there are (l + 1)m different alignments

• Allowing for many-to-many alignments results in (2l)m possible 
alignments



IBM Model 1 and EM

• EM Algorithm consists of two steps

• Expectation-Step: Apply model to the data

– using the model, assign probabilities to possible 
values

• Maximization-Step: Estimate model from data

– take assign values as fact

– collect counts (weighted by probabilities)

– estimate model from counts

• Iterate these steps until convergence



IBM Model 1

• … la maison … la maison bleu … la fleur …

• … the house … the blue house … the flower

• Initial step: all alignments equally likely

• Model learns that, e.g. la is often aligned with the



IBM Model 1

• … la maison … la maison bleu … la fleur …

• … the house … the blue house … the flower

• After one iteration

• Alignments, e.g. between la and the are more likely
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IBM Model 1

• … la maison … la maison bleu … la fleur …

• … the house … the blue house … the flower

• After another iteration

• It becomes apparent that alignments, e.g. between fleur and 
flower are more likely



IBM Model 1

• … la maison … la maison bleu … la fleur …

• … the house … the blue house … the flower

• Convergence

• Inherent hidden structure revealed by EM



IBM Model 1

• … la maison … la maison bleu … la fleur …

• … the house … the blue house … the flower

P(la|the)=0.453

P(le|the)=0.334

P(maison|house)=0.876

P(bleu|blue)=0.563

• Parameter estimation from aligned corpus



IBM Model 3

• IBM Model 3 offers two additional features compared to IBM 
Model 1:

– How likely is an English word e to align to k foreign words 
(fertility)? 

– Positional information (distortion), how likely is a word in 
position i to align to a word in position j?

• Fertility models a probability distribution that word e aligns to 
k words: n(k,e)

• Consequence: translation probabilities cannot be computed 
independently of each other anymore

• IBM Model 3 has to work with full alignments, note there are 
up to (l+1)m different alignments



Limitations of IBM Models

• Only 1-to-N word mapping

• Handling fertility-zero words (difficult for decoding)

• Almost no syntactic information
– Word classes

– Relative distortion

• Long-distance word movement

• Fluency of the output depends entirely on the 
English language model



Phrase-based translation

Example: « cul de sac »

• word-based translation
« ass of bag » (N. Am)

« arse of bag » (British)

• phrase-based translation 
« dead end » (N. Am.)

« blind alley » (British)



Advantages of phrase-based 
translation

• Many-to-many translations can handle non-compositional 
phrases

• Use of local context in translation

• The more data, the longer the phrases which can be learned



Phrase-based translation

• Foreign input is segmented in phrases

• Each phrase is translated into target language

• Phrases are reordered in target language



Alignments produced by IBM models are asymmetrical: source 

words have at most one connection, but target words may 
have many connections.

To improve quality, use symmetrization heuristic :

S: I want to go home

T: Je veux aller chez moi

S: Je veux aller chez moi

T: I want to go home

I want to go home

Je veux aller chez moi

Symmetrized Word Alignment 
using IBM Models

1. Perform two separate alignments, one in 
each different translation direction.

2. Take intersection of links as starting point.
3. Add neighbouring links from union until all 

words are covered. 



Phrase-based probabilistic 
translation model



Probability distribution of phrase 
pairs



Reordering

• Different languages put words in different order

• Computational Problem

– during translation we have to compose an output sentence

– when composing a sentence of n words, there are n!
possible orderings

– exponential spaces are hard to search

• Linguistic Problem

– how do different languages define the word order?

– how can we model reordering transformations during 
translation?



Reordering

• Exercise 1:  This task is called bag generation. Put these words in 
order: 
– “have programming a seen never I language better”.  

– “actual the hashing is since not collision-free usually the is less perfectly the of 
somewhat capacity table”

• What kind of knowledge are you applying here?  

• Do you think a machine could do this job? 

• Can you think of a way to automatically test how well a machine is 
doing, without a lot of human checking?

• Exercise 2.  Put these words in order: “loves John Mary”



Example

German:

Ich   halte  eine Vorlesung  über    die  Reihenfolge  von    Wörten

English:

I     teach    a        class     about   the       order           of      words

Monotone reordering (no reordering)



Example

French:

Barack     Obama       vit         dans      la        Maison       Blanche

English:

Barack      Obama      lives         in        the      White             House

Adjective/noun swapping



Order of Adjective and Noun

Find more statistics on http://wals.info

http://wals.info/


Example

German:

Ich muss eine Vorlesung über die Reihenfolge von Wörten halten

English:

I   must   teach    a    class    about   the       order       of      words

German main verb movement



Order of Subject, Object and Verb

Find more statistics on http://wals.info

http://wals.info/


Position of Interrogative Phrases 
in Content Questions

Find more statistics on http://wals.info

http://wals.info/


Order of Genitive and Noun

Find more statistics on http://wals.info

http://wals.info/


“Free” word order

• The following German sentences have the same meaning:

– Der Mann gibt der Frau das Buch.

– Das Buch gibt der Mann der Frau.

– Der Frau gibt der Mann das Buch.

– Der Mann gibt das Buch der Frau.

– Das Buch gibt der Frau der Mann.

– Der Frau gibt das Buch der Mann.



Reordering models

• Distortion

• Distance-based models

• Lexicalised models

• Pre-ordering

• Clause reordering



Distortion

• Corresponding words do not appear in the same order in 
source and target languages

• Assign an offset to move words from their original
positing to their final position

• In IBM model 3, the distortion factor determines how
likely it is that an English word in position i aligns to a
foreign word in position j, given the lengths of both
source and target sentences

• Note: positions are absolute positions



Distortion (Reordering)

• Making the offset dependent on all the words would be too 
costly… so in IBM model 3, the offset only depends:

• on the position of the words within the sentence!!!

• the length of the sentences in both languages

• P(offset=o | Position = p, SourceLength = m, 
ForeignLength = n)

– ex: chien brun --> brown dog  

• brown --> offset -1   dog --> offset +1

– offset of brown = P(offset| 1,2,2)

ex: P(+1|1,2,2) = 0.3    #brun noir--> dark brown

P(0|2,2,2) = 0.1   #le brun -> the brown

P(-1|2,2,2) = 0.6 #chien brun -> brown dog



Distortion Probabilities in 
Phrase-based Translation

• For phrase-based MT: measure distortion of phrase i as
the distance between the start of the f phrase generated
by ēi, ai and the end of the phrase generated by the
previous phrase ēi-1 with its alignments ai-1

• Where:
– f phrase is the phrase in the source language

– ēi is the phrase in the target language corresponding fo f

– ai is the alignment of phrase i

– ēi-1 is the previous phrase in the target language

• Typically assume the probability of a distortion decreases
exponentially with the distance of the movement.
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Set 0<<1 based on fit to phrase-aligned training data
Then set c to normalize the distortion of our phrase i, d(i),  so it 
sums to 1.



Distance Model

• Simple reordering model

– Cost of a reordering depends only on the distance of the 
reordering

– Distribution can be estimated from alignment

– Or just a Gaussian with mean 1

– Or log p(aj|aj-1, I) = aj – aj-1 i.e. reordering cost proportional 
to distance



Distance-based Reordering

• Distance-based reordering models have a simplistic view of 
language
– Consider how many words a phrase moves (e.g. a maximum of 6 

words)

• In reality, movement depends on the words
– German: modal verbs require moving the main verb to the end 

of the sentence

– French: adjectives require moving the noun before the adjective 

• Use the aligned training corpus to estimate a model
• These models do not generalize well since their parameters

are tied to absolute word position within sentences which
tend to be different for the same words across sentences.



Relative distortion model 

– defined in terms of the difference between the position of 
the current phrase and the position of the previous phrase 
in the source sentence. 

– Or, assigning a probability distribution over possible 
relative jumps conditioned on source words. 

– Conditioning on the source words allows for a much more 
fine-grained model. For instance, words that tend to act as 
modifers (e.g., adjectives) would have a different 
distribution than verbs or nouns => this lead to lexicalized 
reordering models



Lexicalized Reordering Models

• Also called Block Distortion model
– Used in Moses SMT system

– Condition on actual words

– Different possibilities:

• Condition on source words vs target words

• Condition on words at start of jump (O - outbound) vs words at 
landing point (I  - inbound)

),,,,|(
111 Ieeffaap

jj aajjjj −−−−

E

F Where:
aj-aj-1 is the offset
fj is the foreign word at position j
fj-1 is the previous foreign word

is the source word aligned with 
foreign word at position j

is the source word aligned with the 
previous foreign word
I or O stands for inbound (end of jump) 
or outbound (start of jump)

ja
e

1−ja
e



Lexicalized model

• Three types of 
reordering:

– monotone (m)

– swap (s)

– discontinuous (d)



Pre-reordering

• A different approach to allow for a limited reordering is to
reorder the input sentence such that the source and the
target sentences have similar word order and then proceed to
monotonically decode the reordered source sentence.

• Pre-reordering translates words in the same order they
appear in the target language.
– the input and output sentences have the same word order.

• It is very efficient since the optimal decoding can be found in
polynomial time.



Clause Level Reordering

• Why clause structure?

– languages differ vastly in their clause structure (English: 
SVO, Arabic: VSO, German: fairly free order; a lot details 
differ: position of adverbs, sub clauses, etc.)

– large-scale restructuring is a problem for phrase models

• Restructuring

– reordering of constituents (main focus)

– add/drop/change of function words



Example

English:
we have taken these considerations very much into account when we designed the budget

French:

lorsque nous avons préparé le budget , nous avons pris cela en considération

Clause reordering, zero alignment of the comma



What goes wrong?

• We see many errors in machine translation when we only look at 
the word level

– Missing content words

• MT: Condemns US interference in its internal affairs.

• Human: Ukraine condemns US interference in its internal 
affairs.

– Verb phrase

• MT: Indonesia said that oppose the presence of foreign 
troops.

• Human: Indonesia reiterated its opposition to foreign 
military presence.



What goes wrong?

– Wrong dependencies

• MT: …, particularly those who cheat the audience the 
players.

• Human: …, particularly those players who cheat the 
audience.

– Missing articles

• MT: …, he is fully able to activate team.

• Human: …, he is fully able to activate the team.



What goes wrong?

– Word salad:

• the world arena on top of the u . s . sampla competitors
, and since mid – July has not appeared in sports field ,
the wounds heal go back to the situation is very good ,
less than a half hours in the same score to eliminate 6:2
in light of the south African athletes to the second
round .

as opposed to letter salad



As opposed to “letter salad”

• I cnduo't bvleiee taht I culod aulaclty uesdtannrd waht I was
rdnaieg. Unisg the icndeblire pweor of the hmuan mnid,
aocdcrnig to rseecrah at Cmabrigde Uinervtisy, it dseno't
mttaer in waht oderr the lterets in a wrod are, the olny
irpoamtnt tihng is taht the frsit and lsat ltteer be in the rhgit
pclae. The rset can be a taotl mses and you can sitll raed it
whoutit a pboerlm. Tihs is bucseae the huamn mnid deos not
raed ervey ltteer by istlef, but the wrod as a wlohe. Aaznmig,
huh? Yaeh and I awlyas tghhuot slelinpg was ipmorantt! See if
yuor fdreins can raed tihs too.

back



How can we improve?

• Relying on language model to produce more ‘accurate’ sentences 
is not enough

• Many of the problems can be considered ‘syntactic’

• Perhaps MT-systems don’t know enough about what is important 
to people

• So, include syntax into MT

– Build a model around syntax, or

– Include syntax-based features in a model



Syntax-based translation

• One criticism of the phrase-based MT is that it does not
model structural or syntactic aspects of the language.

• Syntax based MT uses parse trees to capture linguistic
differences such as word order and case marking.

• Reordering for syntactic reasons

– e.g., move German object to end of sentence

• Better explanation of function words

– e.g., prepositions, determiners

• Conditioning to syntactically related words

– translation of verb may depend on subject or object

• Use of syntactic language models



Syntax-based Features

• Shallow

– POS and Chunk Tag counts

– Projected POS language model

• Deep

– Tree-to-string

– Tree-to-tree

– Verb arguments



Shallow Syntax-Based Features

• POS and chunk tag count

– Low-level syntactic problems with baseline system. Too 
many articles, commas and singular nouns. Too few 
pronouns, past tense verbs, and plural nouns.

– Reranker can learn balanced distributions of tags from 
various features

– Examples

• Number of NPs in English

• Difference in number of NPs between English and 
Chinese

• Number of Chinese N tags translated to only non-N tags 
in English.



Shallow Syntax-Based Features

• Projected POS language model

– Use word-level alignments to project Chinese POS tags 
onto the English words

• Possibly keeping relative position within Chinese phrase

• Possibly keeping NULLs in POS sequence

• Possibly using lexicalized NULLs from English word

– Use the POS tags to train a language model based on POS 
N-grams



Deep Syntax-based MT



Verb Arguments

• Idea: A feature that counts the difference in the number of
arguments to the main verb between the source and target
sentences

• Perform a breadth-first search traversal of the dependency
trees

– Mark the first verb encountered as the main verb

– The number of arguments is equal to the number of its
children

– Account for differences in the number of arguments



Syntax-augmented Phrase based 
MT

• Similar to phrase-based machine translation, but includes
syntax in the creation of phrases.



Decoding

• How to translate new sentences?

• Probability models enable us to make predictions:

– Given a particular English sentence, what is the most probable 
Foreign sentence corresponding to it?

• In math, we want to solve:

argmaxEnglish p(English|Foreign)

• Problem: there are a lot of Foreign possible sentences to
choose from!!!

• In combination with a language model, the decoder generates 
the most likely translation.



Little story...

• A French speaking traveler equipped with a bilingual
dictionary enters in a New-York store. While reviewing the
price chart, he encounters a line that he does not understand:

A sheet of paper .. .. .. .. 0.25$

• We will look at a process this traveler could use to decode this 
strange sentence.



Resources

• Sentence to translate: A sheet of paper

• Bilingual dictionary

• The traveler’s common sense: The traveller can intuitively
evaluate the likelihood of a French sentence (since he is
French).

source target source target

A Un of de

A Une of du

sheet feuille paper papier

sheet drap



The traveler’s decoder

• With these resources in hand, the traveler can use the 
following algorithm to translate the sentence one word at a 
time:

initialize the set of candidate translations H with 

an empty sentence.

while there are incomplete sentences in H

– pick the least completed translation h from H

– for each possible translation for the next word 

to translate in h

• append  at the end of h and store the result 

in hcopy

• if hcopy is likely following the traveler’s 

intuition, add it to H

return the best candidate in H



Search graph

The traveler concludes that the most likely translation is 
Une feuille de papier.



Search space complexity



Decoder

• A decoder searches the target document t having the
highest probability to translate a given source
document s.

• Most decoders assume that the sentences of a
document are independent from each others. The
decoder can thus translate each sentence individually.

• Shortcomings:
– A sentence cannot be omitted, merged with another one, 

repositioned or sliced by the decoder.

– The context of a sentence is not considered when it is 
translated.



The decoder’s task

• The task of the decoder is to use its knowledge and a density
function to find the best sequence of transformations that can
be applied to an initial target sentence to translate a given
source sentence.

• This problem can be reformulated as a classic AI problem:
searching for the shortest path in an implicit graph.

• Two independent problems must be resolved in order to build 
a decoder:
– Model representation The model defines what a transformation is and 

how to evaluate the quality of a translation.

– Search space exploration Enumerating all possible sequences of
transformations is often impracticable, we must smartly select the
ones that will be evaluated.



Putting it all together

• Each vertex is a hypothesis (partial translation and cost)

• Each edge corresponds to a transformation.

• The transformation generator enumerates the out-edges of 
each vertex.

• The search strategy defines how to explore the graph
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Modified from Koehn 2008

(possible future paths are 
the same)



MT Evaluation is difficult

– There is no single correct translation (language variability)
– Human evaluation is subjective
– How good is “good enough”?  Depends on application
– Is system A better than system B? Depends on specific 

criteria…

• MT Evaluation is a research topic in itself!  

• How do we assess whether an evaluation method or metric is 
good?



Machine Translation Evaluation

• Quality assessment at sentence (segment) level vs. task-based 
evaluation

• Adequacy (is the meaning translated correctly?) vs. Fluency (is 
the output grammatical and fluent?) vs. Ranking (is 
translation-1 better than translation-2?)

• Manual evaluation:

– Subjective Sentence Error Rates

– Correct vs. Incorrect translations

– Error categorization

• Automatic evaluation:

– Exact Match, BLEU, METEOR, NIST etc.



Human MT evaluation

Given machine translation output and source and/or 
reference translation,  assess the quality of the machine 
translation output

• Adequacy: Does the output convey the same meaning 
as the input sentence? Is part of the message lost, 
added, or distorted?

• Fluency: Is the output fluent? This involves both 
grammatical correctness and idiomatic word choices.

Source Sentence: Le chat entre dans la chambre.

Adequate Fluent translation: The cat enters the room.

Adequate Disfluent translation: The cat enters the bedroom into.

Fluent Inadequate translation: My Granny plays the piano.

Disfluent Inadequate translation: piano Granny the plays My.



Human MT evaluation - scales



Main Types of Human Assessments

• Adequacy and Fluency scores

• Human preference ranking of translations at the sentence-
level

• Post-editing Measures:

– Post-editor editing time/effort measures

• Human Editability measures: can humans edit the MT output 
into a correct translation?

• Task-based evaluations: was the performance of the MT 
system sufficient to perform a particular task?



MT Evaluation by Humans

• Problems:

– Intra-coder Agreement: consistency of same human judge

– Inter-coder Agreement: judgment agreement across 
multiple judges of quality

– Very expensive (w.r.t time and money)

– Not always available

– Can’t help day-to-day system development



Automatic Machine Translation Evaluation

• Objective, cheap, fast
• Measuring the “closeness” between the MT hypothesis 

and human reference translations
– Precision: n-gram precision
– Recall: 

• Against the best matched reference
• Approximated by brevity penalty

• Highly correlated with human evaluations
• MT research has greatly benefited from automatic 

evaluations
• Typical metrics: BLEU, NIST, F-Score, Meteor, TER 



Automatic Machine Translation 
Evaluation

• Automatic MT metrics are not sufficient:
– What does a score of 30.0 or 50.0 mean?
– Existing automatic metrics are crude and at times biased
– Automatic metrics don’t provide sufficient insight for error 

analysis
– Different types of errors have different implications 

depending on the underlying task in which MT is used
• Need for reliable human measures in order to develop and 

assess automatic metrics for MT evaluation



Precision and Recall

• SYSTEM A:    Israeli officials responsibility of airport safety

• REFERENCE: Israeli officials are responsible for airport security

• Precision: 

correct / output-length = 3/6 = 50%

• Recall: 

correct/reference-length = 3/7 = 43%

• F-measure: 

2* Precision * Recall / (Precision +Recall) = 46%



Precision and Recall

• SYSTEM A:    Israeli officials responsibility of airport safety

• REFERENCE: Israeli officials are responsible for airport security

• SYSTEM B: airport security Israeli officials are responsible

• Precision: 

correct / output-length = 6/6 = 100%

• Recall: 

correct/reference-length = 6/7 = 85%

• F-measure: 

2* Precision * Recall / (Precision +Recall) = 92%

Is system B better than system A?



Word Error Rate

• Minimum number of editing steps to transform output to 
reference
– match: words match, no cost

– substitution: replace one word with another

– insertion: add word

– deletion: drop word

• Levenshtein distance



Word Error Rate

Metric System A System B

Word error rate 42% 71%



BLEU – Its Motivation

• Central Idea:

– “The closer a machine translation is to a professional 
human translation, the better it is.”

• Implication

– An evaluation metric could be evaluated 

– if it correlates with human evaluation, it would be a useful 
metric

• BLEU was proposed 

– as an aid

– as a quick substitute of humans when needed



What is BLEU? A Big Picture 

• Proposed by IBM [Papineni et al, 2002]

• Main ideas:

– Exact matches of words

– Match against a set of reference translations for greater 
variety of expressions

– Account for Adequacy by looking at word precision

– Account for Fluency by calculating n-gram precisions for 
n=1,2,3,4

– Introduces “Brevity Penalty” (system output/reference 
output)



BLEU score

– Final score is weighted geometric average of the n-gram 
scores

– Calculate aggregate score over a large test set 



BLEU Example



Multiple Reference Translations

• To account for variability, use multiple reference translations
– n-grams may match in any of the references

– closest reference length used



N-gram Precision: an Example

Candidate 1: It is a guide to action which ensures that the 
military always obey the commands the party.

Candidate 2: It is to insure the troops forever hearing the activity 
guidebook that party direct.

Clearly Candidate 1 is better

Reference 1: It is a guide to action that ensures that the military 
will forever heed Party commands. 

Reference 2: It is the guiding principle which guarantees the 
military forces always being under the command of the Party.

Reference 3: It is the practical guide for the army always to heed 
directions of the party



Issue of N-gram Precision

• What if some words are over-generated?
– e.g. “the”

• An extreme example

Candidate: the the the the the the the.
Reference 1: The cat is on the mat.
Reference 2: There is a cat on the mat.

• N-gram Precision: 7 (Something wrong)
• Intuitively : reference word should be exhausted after it is 

matched.



The METEOR Metric

• Metric developed by Lavie et al. at CMU/LTI

• METEOR = Metric for Evaluation of Translation with Explicit 
Ordering

• Main new ideas:

– Include both Recall and Precision as score components

– Look only at unigram Precision and Recall

– Align MT output with each reference individually and take 
score of best pairing

– Matching takes into account word variability (via
stemming) and synonyms

– Tuning of scoring component weights to optimize 
correlation with human judgments



The METEOR Metric

• Partial credit for matching stems

SYSTEM:           Jim went home

REFERENCE:     Jim goes home

• Partial credit for matching synonyms

SYSTEM:           Jim walks home

REFERENCE:     Jim goes home

• Use of paraphrases



METEOR vs BLEU

• Highlights of Main Differences:
– METEOR word matches between translation and

references includes semantic equivalents (inflections and
synonyms)

– METEOR combines Precision and Recall (weighted towards 
recall) instead of BLEU’s “brevity penalty”

– METEOR uses a direct word-ordering penalty to capture
fluency instead of relying on higher order n-grams
matches

– METEOR can tune its parameters to optimize correlation
with human judgments

• Outcome: METEOR has significantly better correlation with
human judgments, especially at the segment-level



Correlation with Human Judgments

• Human judgment scores for  adequacy and fluency, each [1-5] 
(or sum them together)

• Correlation of metric scores with human scores at the system 
level
– Can rank systems
– Even coarse metrics can have high correlations

• Correlation of metric scores with human scores at the 
sentence level
– Evaluates score correlations at a fine-grained level
– Very large number of data points, multiple systems
– Pearson correlation
– Look at metric score variability for MT sentences scored as 

equally good by humans



Neural Machine Learning



“One naturally wonders if the problem of translation
could conceivably be treated as a problem in
cryptography.
When I look at an article in Russian, I say: ‘This is really
written in English, but it has been coded in some
strange symbols. I will now proceed to decode.’ ”

Warren Weaver (1947)


